**Vocabulary List 7A - English 9**

**Directions:** Part 1: Match the definition with the word by looking it up in the dictionary.
Part 2: Put the word in a sentence without using the “Be Verbs”. The “Be Verbs” are - am, are, is, was, were, be, being, been. You **MUST** show that you know what the word means. Your sentence must be 100% grammatically correct to receive full credit!!

**THEO:** God
1. **theocracy:** n.
2. theologian: n.
3. **atheist:** n.
4. **monotheism:** noun.
5. **theology:** n.

**PED / POD:** foot
6. **pedestal:** n.
7. **podium:** n.
8. **pedicure:** n.

**TACT / TANG:** touch
9. **tactics:** n.
10. **tangent:** n.
Definitions

A. a person who does not believe in God

B. a person who studies religions and God

C. a straight line which touches a circle at one point

D. base of a stature or monument

E. belief in one God

F. clever maneuvering; strategy

G. government run by a religious group

H. the care of the feet

I. the platform for a speaker or conductor

J. the study of the elements of religion